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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are complex dynamic systems that are composed of a large number of distributed nodes
and involve an increasing demand for more challenging applications. In general, such applications demand Quality of Service
(QoS) support and target multiple conflicting objectives. To address these requirements, cognitive techniques have shown
great potential in improving the network performance and achieving its end-to-end goals. In this presentation an in-depth
overview of cognitive approaches in wireless sensor networks is provided. Investigation the main cognitive WSN models and
architectures, including the cognitive loop, the knowledge plan and distributed intelligence. Furthermore, several
applications and implementation examples of the cognitive framework, including: adaptive sleep and adaptive modulation,
cognitive diversity routing, distributed data fusion, network planning, conducting negotiations, learning and decision making
in dynamic networks, etc., are presented. Some simulation results are selected to clearly illustrate the superiority of these
cognitive approaches to their non-cognitive counterparts.
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